School Purpose - Vision & Values: To build an inclusive community where our children are active
learners, critical thinkers and creative explorers.
Think… Imagine… Become
School Values:
1. Care - Care for self and others as well as our physical environment and learning spaces
2. Aspiration - Seek to accomplish something worthy and admirable, try hard, pursue excellence
3. Respect - Treat all others with consideration and regard, respect another person’s point of view
Always Our Best
April 30th 2020

Dear Parents, students and friends,
Thank you so much for your feedback which we always appreciate whether it be constructive challenges or praise and celebration. Parents are at both ends of this spectrum
and I would say please take it easy – do not attempt to complete all the learning if it is difficult for your child to manage. Feedback has varied from: just right, too much, too little,
too easy and too hard - a little like the Goldilocks story! Note that all tasks do not need to
be completed. Video chats may help to support students as we move into these in the
coming weeks. Remember in the classroom we modify and differentiate according to
every student’s learning needs and capabilities. With the current situation this is not possible as much and our focus is on the wellbeing of students, staff and families. Level 3-6 children can go into the folder titled: ‘Work too easy or hard’ and find additional work in this
space.
We are here to support you all through this difficult time, rather than put pressure on you.
Parents are expected to support students by supervising NOT teaching. Remember, we
are all in this together and we understand that there are families dealing with daily technical issues, working from home, multiple online platforms with children at different schools
and through all of this, trying to run a house. We appreciate everything you’re doing and
remind you that what we send out is a guide only and you have the flexibility to make
adaptions to suit your circumstances.
Our values of Care, Aspire, and Respect are important at this time.
We care for the wellbeing of families through our interactions, phone calls, emails and inspiring lessons that teachers are presenting. We care and emphasise that some families
may have lost their jobs. We care for the work that teachers and leaders are doing to get
us through at this time. We care that the Governments are trying their best to protect us all
to minimise the harm from the pandemic.
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Respectful interactions are appreciated. We understand that you may be feeling anxious. We know that many of you have a newly found respect for teachers who are also
caring for their own families. The Principal team respect the commitment and dedication that SEPS staff have taken to ensure we get through the tough times and are proud
of each of them. We also respect you the parents for the amazing support of students
that you are showing us every day despite working your own career, completing household chores, cooking etc
We aspire for our students, your children, to reflect and be grateful for what is good in
their lives. We aspire for them to be emotionally well and happy throughout this challenging time. We aspire for them to learn new things and even try their hand at cooking
Anzac biscuits or Marco’s gnocci. We aspire for some relaxation and outdoor fun to ensure a life balance. For families we aspire that you will cement your interactions, love
and relationships and come out even better for the experiences in 2020.
Professional Practice Day
Next Friday May 8th all staff at SEPS will have their Professional Practice Day ( PPD) when
they will be assessing the learning task and planning for the weeks ahead – it will be a full
working day for teachers.
For students and parents there is a choice of a “catch up day “ as was requested by
parents, a free choice fun day, a sleep in PJ day, a relaxing outdoor day if the weather is
acceptable, or a normal learning day where the plan continues.

Teachers will not be available at all on this day to communicate with families and they
will continue the normal home learning with a new week starting Monday11th.
However Russell, Ryan and myself are available so please Email the school or ring if there
is something we can help with on Friday 8th .
Normal on site supervision will be available for eligible families as always.
Adam Voigt’ reflection below is an interesting read which we can all relate to.

You’re forgiven.
It’s possible that it was actually a bit of fun for you … while it lasted.
There were videos played in the media of teachers dancing for students, of online mental health programs, of parents completing hands-on maths sessions with their kids.
There was love out there for our teachers.
But, I’ve seen a shift in the last few days. I’ve seen criticism rise from parents to teachers. I’ve seen vitriol directed from politicians to school leaders. I’ve seen kids, including
my own, growing a little less enthused by the latest online lesson and the undoubted ineffectiveness of teaching music online.
Music isn’t something you really learn online because it’s something you feel. A lot of

Nothing’s quite right. Everything is just a little
bit skewwhiff.
And it doesn’t matter. If I was the Education
Minister (and to be clear, my aspiration for
that mantle is less than zero!), I wouldn’t pit
our educators and parents against each
other right now.
I’d just forgive them.
I’d forgive every government School Principal who is so desperately stretched in catering for disadvantaged kids whose entire
wellbeing is underpinned by the connection
and purpose that your school provides.
I’d forgive every independent School Principal for any guilt or embarrassment at being
unfairly painted as a grubby money-grabber in times when all you seek is to be generous
to others.
I’d forgive every teacher in all of their schools for any frustration at being attacked for
simply following orders about when students should return.
I’d forgive every educator who has run a failed or dodgy Zoom lesson. I’d forgive them
if they forgot, momentarily, that education is more than uploading worksheets to Moodle
or completing workbooks.
I’d forgive every parent who found it hard to manage remote learning lessons while
cooking dinner and worrying about elderly family members themselves.
I’d forgive them all anxiety about, and ask for forgiveness myself, that they’ve been left
as amateur epidemiologists scrambling to make their own assessments about how safe
classrooms are to learn in and how safe schools are to work in.
I’d also apologise for making it worse.
Personally, I’m sorry that this has been such a tough time for you all. I see you all.
I want you all to know that the work you’ve done has been valuable, honourable, visible
and worthwhile.
You amaze me. Warm regards, Adam Voigt

SUPPORT OUR SEPS COMMUNITY LOCAL BUSINESSES
This Mother's Day let's shop within our own SEPS community. If you have a small business
that provides a service or a product that can be purchased for our Mum's this Mother's
Day why not advertise it on our FREE SEPS Marketplace website. Please send your details
or contact Tanya Warrington for further information at
tanya@grouphugcreative.com.au
The strong sense of community is one of SEPS greatest attributes and is needed now
more than ever.

Home Schooling
I hope you are all coping with home schooling. Every family will have its own struggles
and ways of dealing with this very challenging time. Personally, I feel very lucky that I only work part time and therefore can assist my 3 boys during this time. For many of you
working full time and now working from home I can imagine the challenges!
I feel our teachers have done an incredible job in providing a supportive network and a
clear and concise guide. Their communication and direction has been invaluable. I
know that teachers, admin staff and the Principal team are working harder now than
ever. I hope you all agree. I know if you are struggling in any way please contact via
the school email and staff will be there to support you and your child/children.
Please let me know if you have anything further to discuss. I hope that we will all be resuming ‘normal’ life very soon. In the meantime please keep safe and well.
Kind Regards, Lisa Holmes, Acting PFA President.
From Parent & Friends ( PFA)
Welcome back to Term 2. This is not exactly the way we had imagined the term to
begin and our 1st PFA of Term 2 to be in the form of just an email from me! We are truly in
unprecedented times. I do hope that you are all coping well and keeping safe, physically, mentally and emotionally. I did contemplate doing a ‘zoom’ or similar online meeting but I feel that many of you will already be inundated with screen time from work and
school so I hope you don’t mind our ‘meeting’ in an email.
Easter Lucky Ticket Eggs - For those that missed last week’s newsletter or Facebook. After much deliberation on what to do with our donated eggs and contacting many charities to see if they were able to receive these items, many of which could not, we ended
up donating to:
Sandringham Hospital

Sandringham Police Station

Moorabbin Fire Station. The fireman who received the eggs on Easter Saturday
happened to be the same crew that were on the night of the Sandringham Primary
School Fire.

Monash Frontline Nurses testing for Covid-19. Thank you to Mel Withington for distributing to your colleagues.
A small gift to show SEPS appreciation of the work performed by these dedicated individuals. Thank you to all the SEPS families that donated eggs. I am sure you agree they
ended up going to many deserving people.


Mothers Day Stall
Thank you to Mel Harrison and Emily Ramsden for purchasing all the items for our Mother’s Day stall. These items are safely secured in one of our water tight containers on
school premises. After much deliberation on what to do regarding Mother’s Day Stall we
have decided that our only ‘safe’ option is to postpone. We did discuss doing a stall outside the school premises or an online sale but each option resulted in unnecessary

contact and travel and could not be justified during this time of social distancing. We
will make a decision on whether to do a ‘late’ Mother’s Day celebration or something
similar once school returns. Any suggestions/ideas will be greatly appreciated.
SEPS Mother’s Day Marketplace - Please notify your class families of the following initiative to support our SEPS family businesses that may be doing it tough right now.
A wonderful suggestion from Tanya Warrington, of Group Hug Creative, is a Mother’s
Day SEPS website. This website will list SEPS parents who have small businesses that can
provide products and/or services that can be purchased for our Mums this Mother’s
Day. Please spread the word ASAP to anyone you know with something they could contribute. It could be a Mother’s Day Meal, products, wine, services etc The site will direct
people to purchase directly from the seller. Once we have enough content we will be
promoting the site as soon as possible, so spread the word to your class families. Anyone
who wants to be involved please email tanya@grouphugcreative.com.au

In addition to this website the school has also decided to help our families promote their
businesses in the newsletter. As of Thursday 30th April, the newsletter will be running a
classified section. This will be in the form of a short text describing your business or advert. Text is limited to 200 words. Please send through your text or advert in an email
to Sandringham.east.ps@edumail.vic.gov.au Attn: Wendy Franks
The strong sense of community is one of SEPS greatest attributes and is needed now
more than ever.

Mr Marco’s Cooking Channel
Mr. Marco has been cooking up some Gnocchi in his kitchen. Please enjoy the video
demonstration and recipe
https://youtu.be/5cyugVyujzI
Subscribe to our SEPS YouTube channel to receive instant updates on new videos.
INGREDIENTS
4 good size boiled potatoes
1 cup of self rising flour
4 Roma tomatoes or alternative variation
6 to 8 Sage leaves
6 to 8 Basil leaves
100 g of Butter

1 cup of grated Grana Padano cheese
METHOD Please watch the video. Bon appetite

Reflection by Amir

One of the lovely boys in our class is currently observing Ramadan and today during our
journal writing task, wrote about his current experiences at home whilst he is 6 days into
Ramadan.
I thought it might be nice to include his writing in the newsletter if it is possible. It gives a
great insight into the practices and how he is going at home during this time. He has given his permission. Kate Foster. Level 3 teacher.
*Ramadan* By Amir
The month of Ramadan is the ninth month of the Arabic calendar, during which we fast
and do not drink or eat from the sunrise until the sunset. The date when Ramadan starts is
a bit different each year, depending on the position of the moon (full or half-moon). But
not everyone has to fast, only if they are healthy. Children, very old people, people with
illnesses and pregnant women do not have to fast as well.
Fasting during Ramadan teaches us a lot. It makes us feel how the poor people and
homeless suffer without lots of food, so it helps to be less greedy and more appreciating
to what we got. We also pray for forgiveness and to thank God for everything we have
in life. We also believe Ramadan is the month in which the first verses of the Qur'an were

revealed to the Prophet.
I love Ramadan because It’s a special month for me. I enjoy decorating the house with
my family, putting moon lightening everywhere and balloons as well as the beautiful
scent Bakhoor which is burned in traditional incense burner, it is a nice aroma that we
spread in the house. It is also part of our Arabic traditions and culture.
The first time I tried to fast was two years ago during weekends. It was not easy as I felt
thirsty, but I was also excited as my parents spoiled me a lot because this is what happens when a kid fast for the first time even for half a day!
This year I chose to fast for the whole month to practice, as we are learning from home
and the days are shorter, so I challenged myself into it. The first day is usually hard then it
gets easier once my body adjusts. Today is the 6th day and I actually like it as I don’t
have to worry about food, and I get more free time to watch or play before the sunset.
Yeeeey! To be honest, I slowly got used to it and I do not think of it much until I start smelling all the yummy food that my mum preparing in the kitchen then I start getting hungry…. The breaking fast is around 5:35pm and it is called Iftar.
I love Ramadan because we have delicious deserts and a big feast such as: Dates filled
with almonds, Fresh home-made juice, Soup, Boiled eggs, Pizza, Home-made meat or

cheese Pastries, Salads, Olives, Fried chips, Arabic small sausages.

The main meal: chicken or fish or beef dish. Sometimes I ask mum to make chicken nuggets too. We eat, talk, lough and tease each other. I sometimes make jokes! After we finish, we all help cleaning the table then we pray and read some Quran. We watch some
comic series called “Ramez” which is only every year in Ramadan. I love it! While we are
watching, we have Moroccan tea with deserts and sweets. I really like this part of the
day! The best part is yet to come! On the last day of Ramadan we prepare for the Eid Alfitre which is the first day after Ramadan finishes.
I will get lots of presents, sweets and a nice new outfit. I can’t wait to celebrate the Eid!
Remember everyone look after yourselves and please contact me if you just need a
chat and a virtual coffee.
Quote of the week…

“If we are facing in the right direction, all we have to do is keep on walking.”
Buddhist proverb
Enjoy another week of learning at home – there’ll be light at the end of the tunnel one
day.
Please contact me if you just need a chat and a virtual coffee.
Kind Regards,

Laureen Walton – Principal

If you or anyone you know needs help:
Lifeline on 13 11 14
Kids Helpline on 1800 551 800
beyondblue on 1300 224 636
MensLine Australia on 1300 789 978
Suicide Call Back Service on 1300 659 467
Headspace on 1800 650 890
QLife on 1800 184 527

Click here to view the whole article.

PARENTING IDEAS by MICHAEL GROSE
Parenting Ideas use a parenting Australia approach for child development, to help
successfully raise confident, happy and resilient kids. There are plenty of positive parenting ideas to remove the trial and error from raising children.
Michael Grose is the author of 10 parenting books, including Generation, Thriving!, Why
First Borns Rule the World and Last Borns Want to Change it. Michael’s popular parenting columns appear in newspapers and magazines across Australia.

SEPs Mothers Day Marketplace - supporting our local businesses
Never has there been a more important time to support our SEPs community, with so
many local businesses financially affected by COVID-19.
Shop local this Mother's Day and find something special for mum (or grandma!) on the
SEPs Mothers Day Marketplace - www.sepsmothersday.com
If you have something to contribute please use the form on the website or contact
tanya@grouphugcreative.com.au.
The strong sense of community is one of SEPS greatest attributes and is needed now
more than ever.

TK Tribe

We design special Friendship Books made in Melbourne for children between 4-10 years old. Our Friendship Books provide a creative and unique way for children to


express themselves and help them to develop their self-identity;



learn social skills and build meaningful connections with their peers and teachers outside the digital
world, especially in challenging times like today;



form and cherish precious and lifelong relationships with their friends;



develop their writing and reading skills;
develop a love for books; and
explore their world with imagination and creativity.




How does it work?
Children share their friendship book with their friends (if not in person maybe via video calls or dropping
the book in their mailbox) and ask them to complete a page with questions about themselves, include a
photo and a drawing. They capture fun facts about themselves, their interests, personal stories and
dreams. Kids who fill out the book practice their writing skills and use their imagination in a fun way.
Once all friends have filled out the friendship book it becomes a personalised, unique keepsake for the
owner.
The Friendship Book gives adults a way to support their children’s learning, connect and share quality
time together and give them a unique gift to treasure for life.
Find out more on www.tktribe.com or follow us on Facebook or Instagram @tk.tribe

